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Disposal of used tires has been a problem throughout the United States. 
The 1991 lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) requires 
the use of recycled rubber in asphalt concrete starting in FY94. A 
moratorium has delayed this requirement until FY95. 
The Iowa DOT has researched six projects using crumb rubber modifier in 
asphalt concrete using the wet process. This process involves using a 
blender-reactor to blend the asphalt cement and crumb rubber. Using the 
wet process the asphalt cement has to reach a hotter temperature, than is 
normally required, for reaction to occur. The wet process is also much 
more expensive than conventional asphalt. 
This research deals with using a dry process to incorporate crumb rubber 
into the asphalt concrete mix. 
The project was constructed by Western Engineering of Harlan, Iowa on 
lA 37 between Earling, Iowa and US 59. It was completed in September 
1993. Western Engineering used a double drum mixer to produce the crumb 
rubber modified asphalt concrete by the dry process. 
The production and construction went well with minor difficulty and the 
dry process is a less expensive procedure for producing crumb rubber 
modified asphalt concrete. 
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Disposal of used tires has been a problem throughout the United 
states. Various ways to recycle these tires have been 
researched. Many states, including Iowa, have experimented_with 
using crumb rubber modifier (CRM) in asphalt concrete. 
In 1991 the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act 
(ISTEA) went into effect. It requires the use of recycled rubber 
in asphalt cement. It was to start in fiscal year 1994 with 5% 
of all federally funded projects to contain CRM but a moratorium 
was given for that year, so it will now start in FY95 with 10%. 
It then goes to 15% in 1996 and 20% in 1997. These percentages 
are based on using 20 lb. (9 kg) of CRM per ton (0.9 megagram) of 
mix. 
The Iowa DOT has completed six projects using CRM in the wet 
process. This process involves blending and reacting the CRM 
with the asphalt cement at approximately 350°F (177 C) before 
adding it to the aggregate. This project researches the use of 
CRM by a dry process. Using this process, the fine CRM is added 
to the aggregate and then mixed with the asphalt cement. No 
special blender-reactor is needed with this process. It appears 
to be a simpler and less expensive method of adding CRM. 
2 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this research is to evaluate the cost, 
production process and performance of crumb rubber modified 
concrete produced by adding finely ground CRM by the dry process. 
LOCATION 
This project is located in Shelby County on IA 37 between the 
town of Earling and US 59. The location of the research sections 
are listed in Table I. 
Table I 
Section 1 CRM in 3 lifts 1153+95 to 1186+11 EB 
1170+50 to 1183+50 WB 
Section 2 CRM Surface Only 1183+75 to 1194+40 WB 
Conventional in 1st & 2nd lifts 
Section 3 Conventional Control 1125+00 to 1145+00 EB 
1125+00 to 1160+00 WB 
MATERIALS 
\ 
The 3/4 11 (19 mm) and 1/2 11 nominal (13.2 mm) stone was produced at 
Schildberg in Atlantic with part of the 1/2 11 nominal (13.2 mm) 
coming from Schildberg in Jefferson. The sand was produced at 
the Hallett Pit in Harlan. Recycled Asphalt Product (RAP) was 
used in the 1st lift of asphalt concrete. The RAP was from the 
Iowa DOT maintenance garage in Harlan. The asphalt cement was 
purchased from Coastal in El Dorado, Kansas. An AC-10 was used 
in the first lift with AC-5 used in the 2nd lift and the surface 
course. The CRM on this project was a GF-80 purchased from Rouse 
Rubber Industries in Vicksburg, Mississippi. 
3 
MIX DESIGN & LAB RESULTS 
The binder courses were 3/4" nominal (19 mm) mixes and the 
surface course was a 1/2" nominal (13.2 mm) mix. The first lift 
placed had 15% RAP in the mix. AC-10 was used in this lift also. 
The second lift and the surface contained no RAP and AC-5 was 
used in the mix. In all three lifts when CRM was used, it was 
added at a rate of 20 lb (9 kg) per ton (0.9 megagram). 
The intended total percent of asphalt cement in the binder 
courses was 5.7%. At one point due to low voids, it was lowered 
to 5.4% but was raised back to 5.7% because the voids went too 
high. The surface had an intended AC content of 5.3%. The same 
percentages of asphalt cement were used on the CRM and 
conventional mixes. 
The average densities and the percentage of voids were very 
similar between the CRM and conventional mixes throughout the 
project. These results can be found on the daily reports in 
Appendix B. 
PRODUCTION 
Western Engineering of Harlan, Iowa, the contractor, completed 
the project in September 1994. Western has an Astec double 
barrel drum mixer that was used on the project. 
4 
The CRM asphalt concrete was produced by adding the crumb rubber 
into the mix with the baghouse fine return. It then entered the 
outside compartment of the drum and mixed with the aggregate and 
was then combined with the asphalt cement. 
The CRM was transported in a tanker and blown into a silo at 
Western's plant. 
Everything about the dry process was much simpler than the wet 
process. With the wet process there was a delay while the 
reactor-blender had to heat back up after a shutdown. With the 
dry process the crumb rubber could be turned off and on as needed 
with no delay. 
Production amounts were the same with the CRM and the 
conventional mixes running approximately 300 ton (270 megagram) 
per hour. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Construction went well on this project. The odor of the rubber 
was strong as it has been on all the CRM projects to date. 
A steel drum roller had to be used on the CRM sections. This is 
true on all crumb rubber projects due to the fact the CRM mix 
clings to rubber tired rollers. 
5 
The asphalt concrete was placed in 3 lifts, each being 1~" 
{38 mm) thick, amounting to a 4~" {114 mm) overlay. 
COST 
This project was not originally bid as a CRM project. Western 
Engineering proposed to try the dry process so the Iowa Highway 
Research Board granted a staff action to do this. 
Western was given a lump sum of $20,000 to complete approximately 
one mile using CRM asphalt concrete. For this reason, the cost 
of the CRM asphalt concrete in this project is approximate. 
The conventional mix was bid at $19.30 per ton, i.e., $21.27 per 
megagram, of surface mix and $17.30 per ton, i.e., $19.07 per 
megagram, of binder mix. 
The mobilization for the crumb rubber using the dry process would 
be very minimal. The only substantial increase in price of the 
mix would be the cost of the crumb rubber, which was $.35 per 
pound, i.e., $.0.77 per kilogram. Adding it at a rate of 20 lbs. 
{9 kg) per ton {0.9 megagram) made an addition of $7.00 per ton 
{$7.72 per megagram) to the price of the mix. It appears as 
though adding CRM would increase the mix price 36% to 40%. 
6 
EVALUATION 
A visual inspection and crack survey of the project will be 
conducted annually. Also Road Rater testing and friction testing 
will be done on an annual basis for four years. 
Road Rater and friction testing were performed shortly after 
construction. These results are in Appendix C. So far all 
sections seem to be performing equally. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From this project the following conclusions can be made: 
1. Using a double drum or batch plant, the contractor does not 
need the special blender or reaction equipment required to 
produce CRM asphalt concrete in the wet process. 
2. With the dry process, the asphalt cement does not need to be 
heated to a higher temperature. 
3. The dry process can produce CRM asphalt concrete with minor 
difficulty and is less expensive than the wet process. 
4. The contractor can easily change from a conventional mix to a 
CRM mix using the dry process. 
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CONTRACT NUMBER 3s1s2 
County: SHELBY Project Number: STP-37-4(14)--2C-83 
Let<:ing Date: NOVEMBER 10, 1992 Eng1neer: COUNCIL BLUFFS RCE 524200 
Cost Center: 611000 Object Code: 893 Milepost: 36.12 TO 40.22 
Type of Work: ASPH CEMENT CONC RESURFACING Miles: 4.0760 
ON IOWA 37 FROM THE JUNCTION OF IOWA 191 IN THE TOWN OF 
EARLING, EASTERLY TO THE JUNCTION OF U.S. 59. 
This agreement made and entered by and between the 
AUSTIN TURNER, DOUGLAS SHULL, ROBERT H. MEIER, 
JANICE JOHNSON, AND BONNIE VETTER, CONTRACTING 
WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. OF HARLAN, IOWA, 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 
CATHERINE DUNN, MARLIN VOLZ JR., 
AUTHORITY, AND 
(00048600), CONTRACTOR. 
It is agreed that the notice and instructions to bidders. t11e proposal filed by the Contractor. 
the specifications. the plan. if any. for project STP-37-4(14)--2C-83, 
together with Contractor's performance bond. are made a part hereof and together with this 
instrument constitute the contract. This contract contains all of the terms and conditions agreed 
upon by the parties hereto. A true CORY of said plan is now on file in the office of the 
Contracting Authority under date of NOVEMBER 5, 1992. . 
Tne specifications consist of the 1992 general specifications of the Iowa Department of 












Contractor. for and in considerations of $****559,220.18, payable as set forth in the speci-
~~cations consitituting a part of this contract. agrees to construct various items of work and/or 
c-ovide various materials or supplies in accordance with the plans and specifications therefore. 
~,d in the locations designated in the Notice to Bidders. 
Contractor certifies by signature on this contract. under pain of penalties for false certifica-
:·on. that the contractor has complied with Iowa Code Section 324.17(8) as amended. i_f applicable. 
and Iowa Code Section 91C.5 (Public Registration Number). if applicable. 
In consideration of the foregoing. Contracting authority hereby agrees to pay the Contractor prom-
ptly and according to the requirements of the specifications the amounts set forth. subject to the 
conditions as set forth in the specifications. 
It is further understood and agreed that the above work shall be commenced or completed in ac-
cordance with the following schedule: 
Group or 
Division No. Construction Period 







Time is the essence of this contract. To accomplish the purpose herein expressed. Contracting author-
ity and Contractor have s1gned this and one other identical instrument as of the day of 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
By ----------------------------------------------------Contract•ng- Author•tY 
WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. 
6y ------------------------------------------------------Contr~ctor 
Prooosai 10 Number: 921330 
Co,tractor·s Number: 00048600 
Prcject Number: ST?-37-4 (14) --2C-83 
Line Number' ITEM 
0010 ASPHALT CEMENT CONCRETE, 
TYPE A SURFACE COURSE, 
MIXT. SIZE 1/2 IN. 
0020 ASPHALT CEMENT CONCRETE, 
TYPE B BINDER COURSE, 
MIXT. SIZE 3/4 IN. 
0030 CURB & GUTTER, P.C. 
CONCRETE 2.5 FT. 
0040 PAVED SHOULDERS, AS PER 
PLAN 
0050 ASPHALT CEMENT 
0060 PRIMER OR TACK-COAT 
BITUMEN 
0070 PATCHES, FULL-DEPTH 
FINISH, BY AREA 
0080 PATCHES, FULL-DEPTH 
FINISH, BY COUNT 
-0090 JOINT ASSEMBLY, EF 
0100 PATCHES, SURFACE 
0110 BASE, CLEANING & 
PREPARATION OF 
0120 PAVEMENT SCARIFICATION 
0130 SHOULDERS, GRANULAR, 
TYPE B 
0140 RAIL, CONCRETE BARRIER (CAST-IN-PLACE) 
0150 REMOVALS, AS PER PLAN 
0160 REMOVAL OF GUARDRAIL 
0170 REMOVAL OF POSTS 
0180 REMOVAL OF GUARDRAIL END 
ANCHORAGE 
0190 GUARDRAIL, POSTS, BEAM 
C200 GUARDRAIL, FORMED STE::::.. 
THRIE BEAM 
0210 GUARDRAIL, END 
ANCHORAGES, BEAM, RE-52 
. -··- ... ----· ····----------······· ........... ·- ........ ·:I· . 
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CONTRACT PRICES 
CONTRACT NUMBER 35152 Bid Order Number: 40 
County: SHELBY Page Number: 1 













































Unit Price Amount 
Dollars Cents 



























Proposal 10 Number: 921330 CONTRACT NUMBER 35152 Bid Order Number: 40 
Contractor's Number: 00048600 





























GUARDRAIL, FORMED STEEL 
BEAM 
GUARDRAIL, END 
ANCHORAGES, BEAM, RE-69 
OBJECT MARKER, TYPE 3 




EXCAVATION, CLASS 13, 
FOR WIDENING 
SEWER, 2000D STORM, 24 
IN. DIA. 






PAINTED PAVEMENT MARKING 
PAVEMENT MARKING REMOVED 
SAMPLES 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HIGHWAY DIVISION OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
PROPORTIONS & PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
COUNTY: SHELBY PROJECT NO.: STP-37-4(14)--2C-83 DATE: 08/16/93 
PROJECT LOCATION: ON 37 FROM EARLING EAST TO 59 
TYPE OF MIX: A CLASS OF MIX: COURSE: SURFACE 
:ONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGR. 
MIX SIZE: 1/2" 
TRAFFIC: 1050 A.O.T. 
l MATERIAL !DENT # % IN MIX PRODUCER & LOCATION ' 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------' :1/2" STONE CL ISWI3-26-1 t 10 ISCHlLDBERG CRESCENT A78002 : 
11/2" STONE DST 1SWI3-26-2 1 50 1SCH1LDBERG CRESCENT A78002 1 
,sAND ,swr3-26-3 , 40 ,HALLETT HARLAN A83504 1 !iYPE-ANo-souRce-oF-ASPHALT-ceMeNT~-Ac:1o-coAsTAL---------------------------! 
GRADATION OF INDIVIDUAL AGGREGATE SAMPLES (Typical. Target. or Average)· 
--------------------------------------------------------~--------------------
1 I SIEVE ANALYSIS -% PASSING I 
: MATERIAL ~1-1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 : 
:112~-sToNE-cL-;-1oo-;1oo-;1oo_T_99_T_84_T_28_T_14_T_8~5T-6~7T-6~o;-s~s;-s~o: 
11/2" STONE DST 1 100 1100 1100 1 99 1 80 1 44 1 28 1 18 I 13 I 11 1· 8.9 1 7.6 1 
,SAND . I 100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100 I 97 I 88 I 75 I 50 I 15 I 1.7, 0.8, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRELIMINARY JOB MIX FORMULA TARGET GRADATION 
·------------------------------------------------------------------------1 ~ .AERANCE I I I I 92/100' 7 I 7 I 5 I I 4 I I I 2 I l -=-c-OMB GRADING ! 100! 100! 100! 99 ~ 88 'I 64 1t 51 'j 40 '; 27 '; 12 's 5. 7'1 4. 6'1 
---------------------------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----, : SURFACE AREA C. TOTAL :0.02:0.04:0.08:0.14:0.30:0.60:1.60 1 
I S.A. SQ. FT./LB. 26.72 +2.0, 1.3, 2.01 3.2, 3.8, 3.6, 3.4, 7.4, 
PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES APPROVED BY THE CONTRACTOR/PRODUCER 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------10.00% 50.00% 
1/2 11 STONE 1 /2 11 
"40 .00% 
SAND SIEVE SIZE CL : STONE DST 
--MiN ___ MAx--:--MiN ___ MAx--
-1oo~o-1o8-~o-:-1oo:o-1oo~o-
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 
-------------1 
~~~ 13~8 8 30 200 
100.0 10 .0 I 100.0 100.0 98.0 100.0 I 97.0 100.0 
76.0 90.0 I 73.0 85.0 
21.0 35.0 I 37.0 51.0 9.0 19.0 I 23.0 33.0 3.0 11.0 I 9.0 17.0 













urn"shed for informational purposes only. The Contracting 
rep esentations as to accuracy, either express or implied, 




IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HIGHWAY DIVISION OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
PROPORTIONS & PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES 
·~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
:::oUNTY: SHELBY PROJECT NO.: STP-37-4(14}--2C-83 DATE: 08/14/93 
~ROJECT LOCATION: ON lA. 37 FROM EARLING EAST TO US-59 
fYPE OF MIX: 8 CLASS OF MIX: 1 COURSE: BINDER MIX SIZE: 3/ 4" 
~ONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGR. TRAFFIC: 1050 A.D.T. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------i MATERIAL !DENT # % IN MIX PRODUCER & LOCATION 1 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1RAP · 'ABC3-0009 1 15 1 STOCKPIL~AT HARLAN MAINT 5.22% AC I-80 1 
:3/4" STONE ISWI3-25-1 : 16 :sCHILDBERG ATLANTIC A15002 FULL BETHANY 
1
1 
1/2" STONE SWI3-25-2 15 SCHILDBERG ATLANTIC A15002 FULL BETHANY 
:112" STONE lSWI3-25-3 l 14 lSCHILDBERG JEFFERSON A01004 BOT BETHANY l SAND ,SWI3-25-4 1 40 · ,HALLETT MATLS. HARLAN A83504 1 
iYPe-Aio-souRce-oF-ASPHALi-c8MeNi;-Ac:1o-coAsiAL-oiL-----------------------! 
---------------------------~-------------------------------------------------
GRADATION OF INDIVIDUAL AGGREGATE SAMPLES (Typical, T'rget, or Average) 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------
' SIEVE ANALYSIS -% PASSING ' 
MATERIAL !1-1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 I RAP ___________ 7_1oo-71oo-71oo_7_97_7_85_7_65_7_51_7_38_7_28_7_18_7_13_7_1o-l 
3/4" STONE l 100 :100: 98 l 54 l 21 l 5.0: 2.8: 2.5: 2.4: 2.3: 2.2: 2.1: 
1/2" STONE I 100 I 100 1100 1100 I 97 I 54 1 21 I 13 I 10 I 9. 0 1 8. 0 I 7. 0 I 1/2" STONE I 1 00 I 1 00 I 1 00 I 1 00 I 97 I 52 I 20 I 11 I 8. 2 I 7. 2 I 6. 5 I 5. 9 I ""~0 1 100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,1001971881 75150 1 151 1.7, 0.8, 
PRELIMINARY JOB MIX FORMULA TARGET GRADATION 
TOLERANCE I I I 98/100 1 7 I 7 I 7 I 6 I I 5 I I I 3 I 
COMB GRADING! 100! 100! 100~ 92 1: 84 1t 65 1t 49 1t 40 1t 27 '; 11 11· 5.0'1 4.0'1 
-suRFAce-AREA-c:-----ioTAL--------------:o:o2:o:o4:o:oa:o:14:o:3o:o:6ol1:6ol 
S.A. SQ. FT./LB. 25.05 +2.0, 1.3, 2.0 1 3.2, 3.8, 3.4, 3.0, 6.4, 
PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES APPROVED BY THE CONTRACTOR/PRODUCER 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------15.00% 16.00% 15.00% 14.00% 40.00% 
~IEVE RAP 3/4" STONE 1 /2" STONE 1/2" STONE SAND IZE 
------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 
------
------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0 100.8 100.0 ~~~ 100.0 100.0 97.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 100.0 90.0 1go.o 47.0 61.0 100.0 1og.o 100.0 1og.o 1og.o 100.0 3/8 78.0 2.0 14.0 28.0 90.0 10 . 0 90.0 10 . 0 10 . 0 100.0 
lisa 
58.0 72.0 0.0 12.0 47.0 61.0 45.0 59.0 go.g 100.0 45.0 57.0 0.0 8.0 15.0 27.0 14.0 26.0 82. 94.0 
23.g 3~.0 0.0 7.0 5.0 15.0 3.0 13.0 42.0 52.0 7. 1 .0 0.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 0.0 1 . 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
OMMENTS: COPIES: AMES~ SAMSON, COOKL WESTERN~ SCHILDBERG, HALLETT,W SWI. REYNA. ~OHNSON, ATL. AB., FIL~ 
FORM 955 
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IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HIGHWAY DIVISION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
PROPORTIONS & PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
COUNTY: SHELBY PROJECT NO.: STP-37-4(14)--2C-a3 DATE: 09/07/93 
PROJECT LOCATION: ON 37 FROM EARLING EAST TO 59 
TYPE OF MIX: B CLASS OF MIX: 1 COURSE: BINDER MIX SIZE: 3/4" 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGR. TRAFFIC: 1050 A.D.T. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------j MATERIAL !DENT # % IN MIX PRODUCER & LOCATION t 
:3/4~-sroNE----;swi3:2s:1-T-18 ___ TscHiLoaERG-ATLANric-A1soo2-ruLL-aErHANv ___ l 
·1/2" STONE SWI3-25-2 20 SCHILDBERG ATLANTIC A15002 FULL BETHANY 
:1/2" STONE :sWI3-25-3 : 16 :scHILDBERG JEFFERSON A01002 BOT BETHANY : 
1SAND · ,swr3-25-4 , 46 ,HALLETT MATLS. HARLAN A83504 1 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------
,TYPE AND SOURCE OF ASPHALT CEMENT: AC-5 COASTAL OIL ! 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRADATION OF INDIVIDUAL AGGREGATE SAMPLES (Typical. Target. or Average) 
7--------------7-----------------siEvE-ANALvsis-:%-PAssiNG------------------~ 
: MATERIAL !1-1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/a 4 a 16 30 50 100 200 : 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 3/4" sTgNe ; 1 oo 11 oo ; ga ; 54 ; 21 ; 5. o 1 2. a; 2. 5; 2. 41 2. 3 1 2. 21 2. 1 : 
11/2" ST NE I 100 1100 1100 1100 1 97 I 54 I 21 I 13 I 10 I 9.0 1 a.0 1 7.0 1 
11/2" STONE 1 108 1100 1100 1100 1 97 1 52 1 20 1 11 1 a.2 1 7.2 1 6.5 1 5.9 1 
I SAND . I 1 0 I 1 00 I 1 00 I 1 00 I 1 00 I 97 I a8 I 75 I 50 I 15 I 1 . 7 I 0. a I 
PRELIMINARY JOB MIX FORMULA TARGET GRADATION 
I TOLERANCE I I 98/100' 7 I 7 I 7 I 6 I I 5 I I I 3 I t COMB GRADING , 100! 100! 100 ~ 92 ': as 'j 65 '; 4a '; 39 'I 27 'j 10 '; 3. a'; 3. 1 'j 
:-suRFACE-AREA-c:-----ToTAL ______________ :a:a2:o:a4:o:oa:o:14:o:3o:o:so:1:so: 
I S.A. SQ. FT./LB. 22.43 +2.0, 1.3, 1.9, 3.1, 3.7, 3.1, 2.3, 4.9, 
---------------------------~-------------------------------------------------
PRODUCTION LIMITS FOR AGGREGATES APPROVED BY THE CONTRACTOR/PRODUCER 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------18.00% 20.00% 16.00% 46.00% 
SIEVE 3/4" STONE 1/2 11 STONE 1/2 11 STONE SAND SIZE 
-------------
_..._ _____ ~-----
------------- ------------- -------------MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX 
------
------------- ------------- -------------
------------- -------------1 189:8 1go.o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 3/4 1 o.o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1/2 47.0 61.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
r 14.0 2a.o 90.0 100.0 90.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 12.0 47.0 61.0 45.0 59.0 90.0 100.0 a o.o 8.0 15.0 27.0 14.0 26.0 82.0 94.0 30 o.o 7.0 5.0. 15.0 3.0 13.0 42 .·o 52.0 200 0.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 0.0 1. 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
:OIOIENTS: COPIES: AMES., SAMSON. COOK, WESTERN,~. SCHILDBERG. HALLETT. 
SWI. REYNA. ~OHNSON. ATL. LAB .• FIL~ 
rhe above 
&.uthor; ty 




SOUTH WEST INSPECTION, Inc 
ASPHALT CONCRETE HlX DESIGN 
LAB NO ••••• : Sl.ll3-30 MATERlAL .... :Type B INTENDED IJSE:Bind~r 
PROJECT NO .. :STF-37-~(14)--2C-83 
COUNTY ...... :Shelby 
CONTRACTOR . : 
sr xa . ...... : 
WP.st~rn Eogin~~rine 
3/1..'' 
SPEC NO •.•.. : DATE: ••...• : 08/31/93 
TESTED BY .•• :G~ry Schoenroc~ 
LOCATION .... :Fro~ Barling To 59 
CONTRACT NO: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------A.GG. SOURCE$:3/~ ~ 1/2 St(lne Schildberg Atlantic: 
1/2 Stone Schildbere Jef"fer:son 
Sand Hallett Harlan 
Sieve 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 N0.4 N0.8 0.16 N0.30 NO.SO 
JQB HI~ FORHULA-COH~INEJ,RADATlQN 
~ Pas~ 100 100 92.0 85.0 65.0 48.0 $9.0 27.0 10.0 
40R- 9~-100 +3-7 +6-7 +S-7 +~6 +-5 
AGCRRCATE .... 3/4 Stone 1/2 St Atl 1/2 St Jet Sand 
AGG SOURCE /I.A1S002 A15002 A1550B 
X AGGREGATE .. 18.0 20.0 1~.0 46.0 
ASPHALT VISCOSITY 
~ ASPHALT IN ~IX 
NO OF H~RSHALL BLOWS 
MARS«~L STABILITY 
FWW-0.01 IN. 
LAB DENS <AVG OF 3) 
BULK SP GR COMS AGG 
SP GR ASPH @ 77 F 
MA.X SP GR (RtCEJ. 
~ VOIDS 
~ ~GGR ABSORPTION 
~ VHA 
VMA FILLED WI}H A~ 















PERCENT ASPHALT TO START ..•.• : 
MINlNUM PERCENT.ASPHALT ...... : 
FILLER BJTUHEN RATIO ......•.. : 
TARGET VOIDS ••.•.•••.•••••..• : 
PERCENT ACTO ~00 .••...•..•.• : 
GRADE AC TO ADD ..........•... : 
.34 Vz. % J g 
Cf'Joo 9~ ~5 ?% 'C/1 .s~ "%t~ 











C( 'J \1...\J 
£'' \ o I IJ "\' ilP ( ,.J j· /' I £:1/ 0 









3,g ,,y_, (,. 
16 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
TEST REPORT - ASPHALT MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION - ATLANTIC 
MATERIAL ..... : TYP.E B CLASS 1 
BINDER-RECYCLED 
STP-37-4(14)--2C-B3 
LAB NO ...... : 4BD3-15 
INTENDED USE.: SIZE ........ :3/4" 
PROJECT NO ... : SPEC.NO ..... :S060 
DATE REPORT.:08/23/93 
CONTRACTOR ... : WESTERN ENGINEERING 
COUNTY ....... : SHELBY 
PRO.J.LOCATION: FROM EARLING EAST TO 59 
VOID 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AGG. SOURCES ... 3/4 & 1/2 ST-SCHILDBERG-ATLANTIC 
1/2 ST-SCHILDBERG-JEFFERSON 
SAND-HALLETT-HARLAN 
RAP-HARLAN !DOT MAINT.(5.22%AC) 
JOB MIX FORMULA-COMBINED GRADATION 
1 1/2" 1 .. 3/4" 1/2" 3/B" #4 #B #16 #30 #50 #100 #200 
100.0 100.0 100.0 92.0 84.0 65.0 49.0 40.0 I 27.0 11.0 5.0 4.0 
TOLERANCE : 98-100 +3 -7 +4 -7 +5 -7 +-6 +-5 +-3 
MATERIAL MIX.: 3/4-ATL 
% AGGR.PROP .. : 16.00 
'HALT CEMENT SOURCE 
~ ~ROX. VISCOSITY 
'l"'"" ASPHALT IN MIX 
NO. OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY-LBS. 
FLOW - 0.01 IN. 
SP.G. BY DISPLACEM'T(DENS.) 
BULK SP.G. OF COMB. DRY AGG 
SP.G. OF A.C. @ 77 F. 
RICE SP.G. 
% VOIDS-RICE. 
% WATER ABSORPTION OF AGG. 
%VOIDS IN MINERAL AGG. 
%VMA FILLED WITH ASPHALT 
CALC. ASPH. FILM THICKNESS 



















PERCENT ASPHALT TO START: 5.70 
MINIMUM PERCENT ASPHALT: 4.93 






































A CONTENT OF 5.70% ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE 
TRAFFIC.: 1050 A.D. T. 



















DISTRICT 4, W OPPEOAL, SWI, COUNCIL BLUFFS RES.~ ~ 
SIGNATURE [1_./.Lt~ .-e/~ 
MATERIAL ..... : 
INTENDED USE. : 
PROJECT NO ... : 
CONTRACTOR ... : 
COUNT-Y ....... : 
PROJ.LOCATION: 
17 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
TEST REPORT - ASPHALT MIX DESIGN 






FROM EARLING EAST TO 59 
VOID 
LAB NO ...... :4BD3-14 
SIZE. ....... : 1/2" 
~PEC.NO ..... :S060 
DATE REPORT.:OB/24/93 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AGG. SOURCES ... 1/2 CL ST-SCHILDBERG-CRESCENT 
1/2 D ST-SCHILDBERG-CRESCENT 
SAND-HALLETT-HARLAN 
VOID 
JOB MIX FORMULA-COMBINED GRADATION 
1 1/2" 1 " 3/4" 1/2" 3/8" #4 #8 #16 #30 #50 #100 #200 
100.0 100.0 100.0 99.0 88.0 64.0 51.0 40.0 I 27.0 12.0 5.7 4.6 
TOLERANCE : 92-100 +6 -7 +-7 +-5 +-4 +-2 
MATERIAL MIX.: 1/2 CL 
% AGGR.PROP .. : 10.00 
,HALT CEMENT SOURCE 
·, ;ROX. VISCOSITY 
'YASPHAL T IN MIX 
NO. OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY-LBS. 
FLOW - 0.01 IN. 
SP.G. BY DISPLACEM'T(DENS.) 
BULK SP.G. OF COMB. DRY AGG 
SP.G. OF A.C. @ 77 F. 
RICE SP.G. 
% VOIDS-RICE. 
% WATER ABSORPTION OF AGG. 
%VOIDS IN MINERAL AGG. 
%VMA FILLED WITH ASPHALT 
CALC. ASPH. FILM THICKNESS 
FILLER/BIT. AT REC. %A.C. 



















































PERCENT ASPHALT TO START: 5.60 TEMP. 0 
MINIMUM PERCENT ASPHALT: 5.30 WEIGHT 0 


















A CONTENT OF 5.60 % ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE JOB. 
TRAFFIC.: 1050 A.D.T. 
COPIES: AMES, J HEGGEN, J ADAM, WESTERN ENGR. 
DISTRICT 4, W DPPEDAL, SWI, COUNCIL BLUFF~~A7 ~~ 
SIGNATURE l~ 
/ 
MATERIAL ..... : TYPE B 
INTENDED USE.: BINDER 
18 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
TEST REPORT - ASPHALT MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION - ATLANTIC 
LAB NO ...... :4BD3-18 
SIZE ........ :3/4" 
PROJECT NO ... : STP-37-4(14)--2C-83 SPEC. NO ..... : 5060 
DATE REPORT.:09/03/93 
CONTRACTOR ... : WESTERN ENGINEERING 
COUNTY ....... : SHELBY 
PROJ.LOCATION: FROM EARLING EAST TO HWY 59 
----------------------------------------------~-------------------------------









3/4" 1/2" 3/8" #4 #8 
100.0 92.0 85.0 65.0 48.0 
98-100 +3 -7 +6 -7 +5 -7 +-6 
#16 
39.0 
MATERIAL MIX.: 3/4 ST 





ASPHALT CEMENT SOURCE 
APPROX. VISCOSITY 
% ASPHALT IN MIX 
NO. OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY-LBS. 
·FLOW - 0.01 IN. 
SP.G. BY DISPLACEM'T(DENS.) 
BULK SP.G. OF COMB. DRY AGG 
SP.G. OF A.C. @ 77 F. 
RICE SP.G. 
% VOIDS.:..RICE. 
% WATER ABSORPTION OF AGG. 
%VOIDS IN MINERAL AGG. 
%VMA FILLED WITH ASPHALT 
CALC. ASPH. FILM THICKNESS 
























MINIMUM PERCENT ASPHALT: 4.95 TEMP. 0 
PERCENT ASPHALT TO ADD: N/A WEIGHT 0 
SLOPE 0.00 
INTERCEPT 0.00 
A CONTENT OF 6.00 % ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE 






THIS MIX DESIGN IS A 6.00% REMIX OF 4BD3-15 USING VIRGIN AGGREGATE ONLY 




COPIES:AMES, J HEGGEN. J ADAM, SWI 
DISTRICT 4, W OPPEDAL !J/!l/(? 4 




:; 1189C STRAIGHT OF BILL LADING- SHORT FORM -Original- Not Negotiable 
SHIPPER'S NO. _______ _ 
CARRIER CARRIER'S NO. 
DATE &/27 /93 
AT CEDARS, MISSISSIPPI FROM 
ROUSE RUBBER INDUSTRIES, INC. 
the IJIQPe'fl\' ctescrtbed beln .... _ .., ·~·~nt \oiOOd Ofdet .. eu:~u ,.~> nutf'IC1 h:ont..nt~ olnd U)r'ldlloon ul ··umeuts of ~to.~ .,.._t'IOW'I\1. ~rllad, conSfgned . .nd de-stoned ft endiC•Ied billow. ~ ~ c.rroet 11he word t:•rr•e• beong 
undl!f~IOOCI Uvoughout ttorS c.ontrKI •s me.1nong An'f p@I'V)n no o·o•Pf'll•toOn '" IJ(Kseu..on of 1~ fJOIU(W1'I'f under the- conu.-:tl ~ren to c.rry to •ts u~ l)(«e of ctdrYefy at Wild destll'\llton, d on •ts route. uthen..rsr to de-lower 10 
.nothef ,..,,_, on tf'Wo route to uod dHtonilton It rs mutu.aAv agrf'f"C1 h to e¥h ,....,,.. of .a 01 .,. ot WrO Pf open., Oltef -' or ~\' portaon of Wild route 10 dnt.,.taon. .and n to e.ch IM!fly .w AnY t.-ne anterrstrd 1n ~I Of •ny 
of ~ P'ClOf'•IW". ttwt ~,.,. wr,oc-:t! to I'M' JM'!'(furmed het'r.under ~..a be wb,tw:t 10 . .a ttv let"~ <llittd r.ondoh.lns uf the Undorm Oomfthc St•aoght Saa ot L~ s.et lorth ill "" OtfiC .... Sou1hern. Westetn ~ IUoncMs Frewght Ctau> 
fc:•tCJnS .., di~·• on ttlt' d•IP. heff!Of of tM ~ • r.ld or a rad w.ater 5htponent . ..,.. 121 .. the ~:.uao- mntor c..,,_, c.._,..~1oon Of ,.,,tt If rtus .. • mocor c.r•oew ~~ 
Shippet Mr•by c•rtif._s that h• is famili•r with ell the tarma •nd conditions ol tha aaid bill of lading. including tho .. on the back tt•••of. Ht forth in the cleasification or tariH wftich governs the transportation of thia 
ahipment. and thai wtd larma end conditions ar• hereby agrMd to by the ahipper and ec:cepted lor himaelt and h4 aaaigna. 
/ ' ~ ,.·y;. ..tiii!!~- !..~ ..!::~ 
J ~·~t:~· .. : SHIP TO INVOICE TO 
ROUTE 
·; ·;:·· -_r-.;: l !~.•1.f ~r' •;• ~- ··~~ (' ................ 
TRAD..ERNO. 
.niLL .L.: .. :l:'.Ci'i:J [-" .o. d.i:: :,su 
IW'\I.i\L·: I L~. I ~· r: -.•·· _,.._.J.) I 
OUR ORDER NO. 
YOUR ORDER NO. 
1.~.E51140 
S •WEIGHT Cl Ch k Subtee• ra Secron 1 al concs.~oons of ~P" No. Kind of Package, Description of Articles pecial I Subject to or Rasaste Coluemc n ~-~ ,;:' ,~,!" w::=";oc:.,,:; ~ 
Packages Marks. and Exceptions c · 1 ~~ -·~ 
---------f-------------.,-----------------------i--""'o'-'rr-=ec=t•..::o'-'n'----i-----t-----J ::,~~!tw con1o19nor sn.a s.gn rhe 
NMFC # 171800. CLASS 60 GROSS The c.,,_. sta.a root rn.llio.f' dfolo,.e-rv of rh•s ----+---------------------+------+---t------;::;;:-...:..u:"'~.;.. ....,...., o• ''""'"' ...., •" 




In ~ '" pr~.,.nenl of ttw ctvrgn on IM 
prQPIIef1y Oescrllbed hereon 
Avent 01 c....._ 
------------------------------~~------------------~--------------~~y------------------------------;•"--------------------------
__ . /1_ /;L'-~ --·r / .. ·_ 
'·· ~ ./" ·"·~ '-c 1 t) ... !'--!··=;,;;~--- ----·/'1" i •·: ·,, '• .. 'f1·rt. :.u" 
•1t the shipment moves between two pons by a earner by water the law requites th.ilt the bill of lading lhaU state whether 
it is .. carrier's or shippers weight ·· . 
NOTE · Where the rate is dependent on value. shipper·s are required to state specific•Uv in writing the agreed or declared 
value of the property. 
The agreed or declared value of the property is hereby specif•cally stated by the:?;·· I r to';Jt exceeding 
' - ·'1 per :· • '/ 
t'"The fibre boxes used for thas shipment conform to the specifi(.;ations set forth iPi the box ~ll.er"s ceniftcate thereon. 
Tt..s ~~ IS conecl~ descrobed 
Conec1 ~~ " ttK 
Suh,ect 10 -..lloc..~oon bot ,...,. 
EASTERN WEIGHING AND 
INSPECTION BUREAU, 0t 
~OUTHERN WEIGHING AND 
INSPfCTIOtrll BUREAU 
~~~~-ROUSE RUBBBI 
IIClUSlli£8,1C. ·~~Wor and all other requirements ol Conso;idated Freight Classification.·· . . . 
~t~S~ru~·p~pe=r~··~~~~~~~~~~~~~of~s~la~m~p·~·n~o~•~·~~~n~o~f=b·=·u~o~f=md~•n2g~a~p~p~•o~·~ed=~b~y~lh~ . .m~~~~··~••rw~~~~·~·o~~~~~~·~cC==om~m=i•=~=·~n~·------------~·~------------~~~~~~7 
ROUSE RUBBER INDUSTRIES, INC. Shipper Per--'(·-.· ..,. -''U._..:;~...,.;'/,,...:' £::;(/ _________ Agent, Pe~'"::.,..~ (- ··- .. 
Permanent Post Office Address ol Shippef', P. 0. BoK 831, Hwy 61 South, Vidl&burg,I1S 39181-0831 1' 
DRIVER COPY 2 
!The t.t~QRAtUfe hefe Kit~ only the 
..-nount Pllf!g.acl I 
tSI\rppr.'l'.5 tn1punt "" W\. ot st.,mp. nat • ~·• 
ot &.a ot Lading approor«~ bv the lnlerst•te 
Commetce CDfrWI'iiSSIOn 
J 
/ __ ... -,:~:.:..-.{· 
AUG-31-93 TUE 8:37 Ro~se R~bber Xnd-~ Inc. 
=:~ . 
-.·· 
.. · 20 
ROP~_"E .RUBBER IND..US.TRIES, INC~ 
P.O. BOX 820369 VICKSBURG, MS 39182·0369 
TeLEPHONE: 8011636-7141 FAX: 6011636-1181 
I 
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REPORT NO: 1R 
22 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-0 1-1 '3'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4(14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COURSE: BINDEF~ 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-15 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC10 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
RECYCLE SOURCE: HARLAN !DOT MAINT. PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 15.0 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 
MIN. 1 00 : 1 00 : '38 : 85 : 77 : 58 : 43 
MAX • 1 00 : 1 00 : 1 00 : '35 : 88 : 70 : 55 
1E. 30 
: 32 
50 100 200 
: 1. 0 
: 7.0 
DENSITY RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.337 SOLID DENSITY: 2.410 SPEC. X DENS.: '35 
LAB VOIDS: 3.0 INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.50 inches 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #E. #7 . 
COURSE LAID BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER 
3TATION 
. 'cL REFEF~ENCE 
THICKNESS 
CORE DENSITY 
'/. OF DENSITY 
PERCENT VOIDS 
1182+55 1180+85 1175+73 1172+50 1169+48 
9.6LT 7.2LT 7.2LT 7.2LT 2.4LT 
1.50 1.0625 1.375 1.0625 1.875 
2.24'3 2.270 2.~50 2.249 2.263 
96.235 97.133 96.277 96.235 96.834 
6.7 5.8 6.6 6.7 E..1 
1167+83 1166+25 
11. OL T 3. 6L T 
2.00 1.250 
2.254 2.226 
'36 . .448 95.250 
6.5 7.6 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.252 AVG. f. DENSITY: 96.345 AVG. f. VOIDS: 6.6 
DENSITY Q.I.: 2.27 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 4.96 INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 4.75 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.50 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: ~mT A'v'AILADt-Ec>·t?NUCLEAR PERCENT A. C.: 
-------~-----------------------------------------~----------------------------
COMMENTS: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE REPORT #1 
PLANT INSPE~:TOR ~ ~-­
CEPTIFICATION NO.Lf"..39 
PLANT MONITOR 


















RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 101.23 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 569.32 
RAP USED PERCENT: 15.1 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 84.9 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 




TYPE TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
CR. RUB 11890 20.08 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 






FROM STATION TO STATION 
1183+75 TO 1163+55 WB 
TONS TODAY 
228.70 
TONS TO DATE 
228.70 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: LBS. MIX WASTED: 5000 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
---------------------~--------------------------------------------------------
OTHER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTER DRUM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
RESEARCH AS PER AMES 
PLANT INSPEC:TOR ~uZ c:;;..,./~ 
C:EF~T IF I C:AT I ON NO :2/t;l 
PLANT MONITOR~ ..... 1/A.I;bn 
CEF.:TIFIC::ATION ~b 
24 
REPORT NO: 1 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 09-0 1-1 '393 
. ~OJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COURSE: BINDER 
M~X DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-15 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
.ASPH~LT SOURCE: COASTAL . EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC10 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
RECYCLE SOURCE: HARLAN !DOT MAINT. PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 15.0 
SIEVE 1 1/2 .. 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 15 30 50 100 200 
MIN. -100 .: 100 : 98 : 85 : 77 : 58 : 43 : 22 : 1. 0 : 
MAX. 100 :" 100 : 100 : 95 · : 88 : 70 : 55 : 32 : 7. 0 : 
--------------ioo ___ q_i ___ qj---i~---~~---~1-----39----~s----~----:r:$----~~--
DENS I TV RECOF~D LAB DENSITY: 2.349 
LAB VOIDS: 3.7 
SOLID DENSITY: 2.440 SPEC. X DENS.: 95 
INTENDED LIFT THICKNE~5: 1.50 inches 
COURSE LAID 
STATION 
,~, . REFEF~ENCE 
ICKNESS 
COF~E DENS I TV 
























#4 #5 #E. #7 
BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER 
1159+54 
























LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.268 AVG. X DENSITY: 96.552 AVG. X VOIDS: 7.0 
DENSITY Q.I.: 1.72 LOW OUTLIER: N/A' HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 4.96 INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 4.75 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.50 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: NAY 8":UL:JISE:0,8'7 NUCLEAR PERCENT A. C.: 
COMMENTS: 
=·LANT I NSPEC:TOR r:.t,ud# ~ 
:::EF.:TIFICATION NO ,2..8-~ 9 
I 
F'LANT MONITDP J]L;fL I)~ CERTIFICATION~ 
25 
PAGE 2 
REPORT NO: 1 STP-37-4<14)--2C-83 0'3-01-1'3'33 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
T I ME 7 9 11 1 3 5 
AIR 74 






RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 101.23 
TOTAL-AGGR. USED TONS: 569.32 
RAP USED PERCENT: 15.1 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 84.9 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 


























MATERIALS SENDERS NO. MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 
HOT MIX BI9-1A HpT MIX 







FROM STATION TO STATION 
1201.22 TO 1183+75 WB 
1163+55 TO 1132+70 WB 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
TiME PLANT OPERATED: 1445 TO 1830 




TONS TO DATE 
521. 15 
27.93 
LBS. MIX WASTED: 5000 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
. 
OTHER PROJECT DATA 
PLANT INSPECTOR~~ 
C:ERT IF I C::AT I ON NO :2.9' 3 "? 
HYDRATED LIME SR1 
PLANT 1'10N I TOR J:2 j ()_ () iJ Jim CERTIFICATION~ 
26 
.~EPORT NO: 2 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 09-02-1 9'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B (:LASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COUF.:SE: BINDEF.: 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-15 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: . · ;·.::u-IOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC10 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
F~ECYCLE SOUF~CE: HAF~LAN I DOT MA INT. PEF~CENT OF F.:AF' IN MIX: 15. 0 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 
MIN. 
MAX. 
100· : 100 : '38 : 85 










I o .. J...J 




: 1. 0 
: 7.0 
DENSITY F~ECOF~D LAB DENSITY: 2.349 
LAB VOIDS: 3.5 
SOLID DENSITY: 2.433 SPEC. %DENS.: 95 






% OF DENSITY 
PERCENT VOIDS 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #5 #7 
B I NDEF~ B I NDEF~ BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER 
1198+24 1145+53 1131+93 1111+25 1106+82 1086+00 1080+98 
9.6RT 7.2RT 1.2RT 5.0RT 9.5RT 2.4RT 1.2RT 
1.125 1.375 1.750 1.750 1.500 1.875 1.750 
2.236 2.213 2.251 2.287 2.282 2.267 2.268 
95.189 94.210 95.828 97.351 97.148 95.509 95.552 
8.1 9.0 7.5 5.0 5.2 5.8 6.8 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.258 AVG. %DENSITY: 95.114 
DENSITY Q.I.: 0.99 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: 
AVG. % VOIDS: 
N/A NEW 0.1.: N/A 
IN1ENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 4.65 INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.40 
PERCENT A. C. BY TANK STICK: 4. 53 O _ _IDTAL PEF.:CENT A. C. : 5. 28 
FILLEF~/BITUt1EN F.:ATIO: NO"f 'WAIL~Eab£ ·'t.SNUCLEAF.: PERC:ENT A. C.: 
COMMENTS: SEE REPORT #2R FOR INFORMATION ON RUBBER MIX 
PLANT liON ITOF:~lliJ// ./)_d_l_n-'-rn __ _ 
CERTIFICATION NO • 
PAGE 2 
~EPORT NO: 2 
27 
STP-37-4(14l--2C-83 0'3-02-1 9'33 
TEMPEF.:ATUF.:E F~ECOF.:D MATEF.:IALS DELIVEF.:IES 
TIME 7 '3 1 1 1 '::> c:..-'-' ..J 
AIR 74 74 74 
A~ C. 300 300 300 
AGGR. 
MIX 2'35 300 290 
MAT 250 275 280 
PECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL PAP USED TONS: 194.50 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 1121.76 
RAP USED PEPCENT: 14.8 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 85.2 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
MATERIALS SENDEF.:S NO. 




COUF~SE LAID FF~OM STATION TO 
TYPE TICKET NO. 
AC-10 155185 
AC-10 155186 
1/2 ATL 357':1-3555 




COLD FEED CF9-2A 
AC-10 AC3 
STATION TONS TODAY TONS TO 
BINDER 1201+22 TO 1185+18 EB 
QUANTITY 






1:3INDER 1147+60 TO 1057+82 EB '3'3'3. 55 1520.70 
__....::;. PATCH VAPIOUS LOCATIONS 5.00 33.93 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 1000 TO 1830 LBS. MIX WASTED: 54800 
-SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OTHER PROJECT DATA 
LOWERED TOTAL PERCENT AC TO 5.40 FROM 5.70 AS SUGGESTED BY 
GARY LEMONS WESTERN OK8YED BY BUD JOHNSON DISTRICT MATERIALS 
WITH A 4.65 ADDED AC. 




REPOFH NO: 2R 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT PF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT ·o·3-02-1 ·3·33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14)--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
M.lX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COUF~SE: BINDEF~ 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER~ .!~~~-15 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC10 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
RECYCLE SOURCE: HARLAN IDOT MAINT. PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 15.0 
SIEVE i 1/2. 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 
MIN. 1 00 : 1 00 : '38 : 85 : 77 : 58 : 43 : 22 
MAX. 100 : 100 : 100 : 95 : 88 : 70 : 55 : 32 
100 200 
: 1. 0 
: 7.0 
DENSITY RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.331 
LAB VOIDS: 4.2 






'l. OF DENSITY 
PERCENT VOIDS 
INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.500 inches 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER 
1181+49 1179+50 1170+01 1166+30 1163+50 1158+59 1148+82 
1.2RT 10.8RT 9.6RT 4.8RT 7.2RT 6.0RT 11.0RT 
1.875 1.750 2.00 1.750 1.875 1.750 1.625 
2.278 2.280 2.260 2.222 2.238 2.261 2.232 
97.726 97.812 96.954 95.324 96.010 96.897 95.753 
6.4 6.3 7.1 8.7 8.1 7.1 8.3 
LOT 1 h~G. DENSITY: 2.253 AVG. 'l. QENSITY: 96.654 AVG. 'l. VOIDS: 7.4 
DENSITY Q.I.: 1.70 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 4.65 INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.40 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 4.53 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.28 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: NOT AIJAILADLEo.r..5NUCLEAR PEF.~CENT A. C.: 
COMMENTS: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE REPORT #2 
PLANT I NSPEC:TOR~"""~L---"~"""-<..:~=-=---­
CEF~TIFICATION NO;?&'J7 
PLANT MONITOR~'--"=:" I J~·h?-,o_...~!I/~·.....£·:M~~.LLL, ..L-.__ CEF~TIFICATION ~ 
29 
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REPORT NO: 2R STP-37--4 ( 14) --2C-83 0'3-02-1'3'33 
TEMPERATUF~E RECORD 
TIME 7 '3 11 1 3 5 
AIR 70 72 
A. C. 300 300 
AGGR. 
MIX 300 300 
MAT 285 2'30 
F~ECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 1'34.50 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 1121.76 
RAP USED PERCENT: 14.8 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 85.2 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 




TYPE TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 





FROM STATION TO STATION 
1186+18 TO 1147+60 EB 
TONS TODAY 
455.'35 
TONS TO DATE 
584.65 
--.___,/ 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 1000 TO 1830 LBS. MIX WASTED: 64800 _ 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OTHER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTER DRUM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
RESEARCH AS PER AMES. 
PERCENT AC LOWER 3 TENTHS FROM 5.70 TO 5.40 
PLANT I NSPECTOF.: (; Ldt.b. ~ 
CEPT IF I C:AT I ON NO :2.f{3 cr 
PLANT MONITOR ~ < !1/J.Jk 
C:EF~T IF I CAT I ON NO /4,}?; 
REPORT NO: 5R 
30 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-07-1'3'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4(14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO.~ INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" C:OUF.:SE: BINDEF.: 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-18 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM P~~~T MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
EL DOF:ADO, KS. GRADE: AC:5 
1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 
RECYC:LE SOURC:E: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 
MIN. 100 I 100 I '3E: I 85 I 78 I 58 I 4~' I 22 I 1. 1 I I I I I I ..::.. I I 
MAX. 100 I 1 (H) I 100 I '35 I '31 I 70 I 54 I ~--. I E.. 1 I I I I I I I ..:;,..::.. I 
DENSITY RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.2'38 SOLID DENSITY: 2.401 SPEC. %DENS.: '35 
LAB VOIDS: 4.3 INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.50 inches 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #E. #7 




COF~E DENS I TV 











1. 75 2.'0 
2.221 2.237 
'36. 64'3 '37.346 
7.5 6.8 
1176+2'3 1173+28 1170+71 1168+25 
10.8LT 3.E.LT 3.E.LT 6.0LT 
.-. 1.-.c:- 2.o· 1. 875 2.0 ..::... ..::..~ 
2.248 2.243 2. 24'3 .-. .-, C" .-.. L • .t:..u.~-
'37. 824 '37. 607 97.868 '37. '3'38 
6.4 E.. E. 6.3 6 ~, . ..:... 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.238 AVG. % DENSITY: 97.38'3 AVG. % VOIDS: 6.8 
DENSITY Q.I.: 3.86 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.~. • N/A 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.66 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.66 






COMMENTS: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE REPORT #5 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTER DRUM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
RESEARCH AS PER AMES 
PLANT MOtH TOR_i{_1 I. ~~iJ{illtrn_ ___ . 
C:EI?T IF I CAT I Ot·J N~~~ 
31 
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RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PEPCENT: 










TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
SAMPLES SUBMITT~D 





FROM STATION TO STATION 
1183+75 TO 1157+40 WB 
TONS TODAY 
230.60 
TONS TO DATE 
'315. 25 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 715 TO 1860 LBS. MIX WASTED: 186880 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-954 SS--5003 SS-5()45 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OT~ER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
BECAUSE OF HIGH VOIDS PERCENT AC WAS RAISED TO 5.70% FROM 
5. 50~{. 
PLANT I t·lSF'ECTOP_Ma~~z_ CnJ~ 
CEPTIFIC:ATION NCI.;ZR'.3_2 
F'LAtn MoN I ToR_l]lllt;,JLi1lltrn 
CERT IF I C::AT I ON ND_jJ3_£.__ -----'----· 
REPOF.:T NO: 5 
32 
IOWA DEPAF.:TMENT OF TF.:ANSPOF.:TATION 
DAILY REPOF.:T OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-07-1 '3'33 
PROJECT NUMBEF.:: STP-37-4(14)--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBEF.:: 35152 
CONTF.:ACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEEF.:ING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COUF.:SE: BINDEF.: 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-18 F.:ESIDENT ENGINEEF.:: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PAC¥ 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT 3~~~ ~: COASTAL EL DOF.:ADO, KS. GRADE: AC5 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HAF.:LAN 
RECYCLE SOURCE: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 ;;2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 
MIN. 100 I 100 I '38 I 85 I 78 I 58 I 42 I 22 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I .0. • 
MAX. 100 I 100 I 100 I ·~s I 91 I 70 I 54 I ...... -, I 6. 1 I I I I I I I ~·L I 
DENSITY REC:OF.:D LAB DENSITY: 2.338 SOLID DENSITY: 2.426 SPEC. I. DENS.: '35 
Lj!:iB VOIDS: .... ~ ..:..b INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1. 50 i no: he~.· 
#1 #.-, ..::.. #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
COURSE LAID BINDER BINDEF.: BINDEF.: BINDER BINDER BINDEF.: BINDEF.: 
STATION 11 '33+05 11 62+3'3 1136+ 1 '3 1118+61 1106+17 10'3'3+1 '3 1085+28 
CL REFERENC:E 7.2LT 6.0LT 6.0LT 8.4LT 1.2LT 8.4LT 2.4LT 
THICKNESS 1. 875 1. 75 2.·125 1. 75 1. 75 2.375 -.~ .-.~ ..:... • .L...J 
CORE DENSITY 2.286 2.282 2.284 2.286 2.280 2.251 .-, .-.,c:-s= ..:: • ..t...~W 
I. OF DENSITY '37. 776 '37. 605 '37. 6'30 '37. 776 '37. 51'3 '36. 27'3 '36. 450 
PERCENT VOIDS 5.8 5. '3 5. '3 5.8 6.0 7 ·-;. . ..:.. 7.0 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.275 AVG. % DENSITY: 97.2'39 AVG. % VOIDS: 6.2 






INTENDED ADDED PEF.:CENT A.C.: INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.66 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.66 
FILLEFVBITUI'lEN RATIO: NOT t'J'.'AILADLEO·~O NUCLEAR PEF.:CENT A. C.: 
COMMENTS: PLAN THICKNESS FOF.: COPES OF 150/. MAY DEVIATE BY 5/. FOR 
IRREGULARITIES OF 5.23 TONS PER STATION FOR CROWN CORRECTION 
F'L1;NT MON I TOF.: ~ t/ --.Dallttn 
CEF.:T IF I C:(.; T I ON NO ___j§d(_ 
PAGE 2 














1 1 1 3 
6E. 68 72 
300 3(i() 300 
MIX 310 300 300 300 305 
MAT 270 280 270 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL PAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PEPCENT: 















0'3-07 -1 '3'33 
MATEPIALS DELIVEF.:IES 













SAMPLES SUBMITTED SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
MATEF.:IALS SENDERS NO. 
















FROM STATION TO STATION 
1201+50 TO 1183+75 WB 
1167+40 TO 1068+95 WB 
TONS TODAY TONS TO DATE 
1894.50 6712.72 
TIME PLANT OF'EF.:ATED: 715 TO 1830 LBS. MIX WASTED: 186880 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OT~ER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
BECAUSE OF HIGH AIR VOIDS PERCENT AC WAS RAISED FF.:OM 5.50% 
TO 5.70% 
PLANT INSF'EC:TOR_~ ;::;;,~ 
C:EF:T I F. I C:?H I m·l NOil:_-1_2'_ 
PLANT Mm·~ r T oF.:____..~'--"' __ ,·0" '~1--J&~?-¥l/--.lJ[t.....tJu...'tli!trvt~~~­cEF.:T IF I c:AT roN , • _.l?JJo._ 
F~EPOF~T NO: E. 
34 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT pF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-08-1'393 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COURSE: BINDER 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-18 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC5 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
RECYCLE ;:;uu~:C:E: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
"SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 
MIN. 100 ·: 100 : '38 : 85 : 78 : 58. : 42 : 22 
: 32 
: 1. 1 : 
: E.. 1 : MAX • 1 00 : 1 00 : 1 00 : 95 : 91 : 70 l 54 
DENS I TV RECOF.:D 
COURSE LAID 
STATION 
.. CL REFERENCE 
THICI<NESS 
CORE DENSITY 
% OF" DENSITY 
·PERCENT VO I OS 
/IJ() Y4 52. 41 Z9 /Z.. 5.2 4.4 
LAB DENSITY: 2.337 
LAB VOIDS: 3.8 
SOLID DENSITY: 2.429 SPEC. %DENS.: 95 















#4 #5 #6 #7 #3 
BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER BINDER 
1196+27 1190+5'3 1150+00 1147+39 1145+08 





2.00 1.875 1.500 1.625 
2.262 2.286 2.24g 2.257 
96.7'31 '37.818 96.235 '36.577 
6.9 5.9 7.4 7.1 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.264 AVG. 'l. DENSITY: 96.877 AVG. 'l. VOIDS: 6.8 
DENSITY Q.I.: 2.80 LOW OUTLIER: N/A. HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
--,------------------------------------------------------~---------------------
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.80 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.80 
FILLER/BITUMEN F~ATIO: ·NOT AVA!L.••LILi::o 0.7fo NUCLEAR PERCENT A. C.: 
COMMENTS: 
PLANT INSP~C:TOP &,M,a:... ~ 
C::ERT IF I CAT I ON NO .utz,z 
PLANT MONITOR ~ j/ 11& 
CEF~T IF I CAT I 01\1 ___ _ 
35 
0 AGE 2 








7 9 11 1 3 5 
E.E. 72 70 





RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 






























MATEF~IALS SENDERS NO. MATERIALS SENDEF~S NO. 
HOT MIX BI'3-8A HOT MIX 
HOT MIX COLD FEED CF9-8A 






FROM STATION TO STATION 
1201+97 TO 1200+50 WB 
1201+97 TO 1186+11 EB 
1151+00 TO 1143+70 E~ 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 1000 TO 1830 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
TONS TODAY TONS TO DATE 
512.31 7225.03 
LBS. MIX WASTED: 165820 
SS-9&4 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-50&0 




CEF~T IF I CAT I ON 
HYDRATED LIME SRC 
j;~EPORT NO : ER 
36 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CpNTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO., INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4" COUF~SE: BINDER 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-18 RESIDENT ENGINEER: BILL COOK 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL EL DORADO, KS. GRADE: AC5 
AGGR. SOURCES: 3/4ATL 1/2ATL 1/2JEF HARLAN 
-RECYCL~ SOURCE: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 (/2 3/8 4 8 16 30 50 100 200 
MIN. 1 00 : 100 : '38 : 85 : 78 : 58 : 42 : 22 : 1 . 1 
MAX. 100 : 100 : 100 : '35 : '31 : 70 : 54 : 32 : 6. 1 
---------------------;tlt>--~~----~1----i~----~5----4,----i~----,i---~~-~--11.~--
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ . . 
DENSITY.RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.305 
LAB VOIDS: 3.6 
#1 #2 #3 
SOLID DENSITY: 2.3'31 SPEC. I. DENS .... : 
INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.500 inches 
#4 #5 #6 #7 


















































LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.228 AVG. ~DENSITY: 96.659 AVG. X VOIDS: 6.8 
DE~SITY Q.I.: 1.47 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.70 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.80 TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.80 
FILLER/BITUMEN F~ATIO: NOT A"A 1 ' :A15'E:E0,7~NUCLEAR PEF~CENT A. C.: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMMENTS: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE REPORT #6 
I 
PLANT MDNITDR~.jj~ 
t·t:"C:::•T T L T ,-./\ T T n"l k..ln l-"':7 I 
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RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 
09-08-1993 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
SAMPLES·SUBMITTED SAMPLES SUBMITTED 








FROM STATION TO STATION 








·-/ME PLANT OPERATED: 1000 TO 1800 LBS. MIX WASTED: 165820 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-:-.9~4 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
------------------------------------~------------------------------------------
OTHER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTER.DRUM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
RESEARCH AS PER AMES. 
--~~-~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
PLANT INSPECTOF~ t ~ ~ 
CERT IF I CAT~ ON NO .:2.£'3 9 
PLANT MONITOR il4 L!./J-&Jftrn 
CERT IF I CAT I 01\1 NO /1-3 {. 
38 
~EF'ORT NO: 1 0 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT UF ASPHALl PAVING PLANT 09-15-1 9'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4(14)--2C~83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO. INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: A CLASS: SIZE: 1/2 COURSE: SURFACE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-14 RESIDENT ENGINEER: FEREDOON BEHENAMI 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL ELDORADO~ KS. GRADE: AC-5 
AGGR. SOURCES: A78002 A78002 A83504 
RECYCLE SOURCE: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 4. 8 15 30 50 
MIN. 100 I 100 I 100 I '32 I 81 I 57 I 45 I I 
' 
I I I 






: 2.5 : 
: 5.5 : 
LOT 1 100 : 100 : l(l!) : '38 : 88 : 54 : 48 27 : 25 : 12 : 5.0 : 5.2 : 
DENSITY RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.358 SOLID DENSITY: 2.450 SPEC. %DENS.: 95 
LAB VOIDS: 3.8 INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.50 inches 
# 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 ·> 
COURSE LAID SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 




I. OF DENSITY 
PERCENT VOIDS 
7.2LT 8.4LT 2.4LT 2.4LT 7.2LT 10.8LT 11.0LT 
1.625 1.500 1.525 1.500 1.250 1.875 1.750 
2.339 2.336 2.302 2.321 2.236 2.291 2.259 
99.194 99.057 97.525 98.431 94.825 97.159 95.225 
4.5 4.7 6.0 5.3 8.7 6.5 7.4 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.299 AVG. I. DENSITY: 97.504 
DENSITY Q.I.: 1.58 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: 
AVG. I. VOIDS: 
N I A NEW Q • I . : 
INT.ENDED ADDED PEF~CENT A. C. : 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.29 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: .98 
INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.30 
TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.29 
NUCLEAR PERCENT A.C.: 
COMMENTS: 240.80 TONS PRODUCED ON 9-14-93 ADDED TO TOTALS FOR TODAY 
ACCEPTANCE GRADATION 100 90 53 47 35 24 10 5.5 4.7 
ACCEPTANCE F/B RATIO 0.89 
N/A 
PLANT MONITOR_/_~(/~­
C:EF.:T IF I CAT I ON NO -J.t3L 
39 
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;::EPOFH NO: 1 0 STP-37-4C14)--2C-83 0'3-1 5-1 993 
TEMPEF.:?HUF.:E F.:ECOF.:D 
TIME 7 9 11 1 ':' ~· 
AIR 54 57 50 s·-:· ..:.. 68 
A. C. 300 300 3(>() ::::o5 :;::(>5 
AGGF.:. 
MIX 320 310 3(>5 300 
MAT 305 3(15 280 285 
F.:ECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 










































MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 
HOT MIX 
COLD FEED CF9-14A 
COLD FEED CF9-15A 






FF.:OM STATION TO STATION 
1201+97-1193+35 EB&WB 
1198+50 TO 1194+40 WB 
1170+50 TO 1032+50 WB 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 715 TO 1800 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
TONS TODAY TONS TO DATE 
1928.13 3018.14 
LBS. MIX WASTED: 5000 
SS-954 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5050 
.. 
OTHER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
LOWERED PERCENT AC TODAY FF.:OM 5.5% TO 5.3% BECAUSE OF THE 
VOIDS RUNNING A LITTLE LOW. TALKED TO BUD JOHNSON, DISTRICT 
MATERIALS, ABOUT THIS CHANGE. 
PLANT MONITOR;),/" J!J\t& CERTIFIC::ATION~'""'"""''-"-''+----
40 
F~EPDFH NO: 1 OF.: 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT ·OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-15-1'3'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4(14l--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO. INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: A CLASS: SIZE: 1/2 COURSE: SURFACE 
MIX DESIGN NVM~ ~BD3-14 RESIDENT ENGINEER: FEREDOON BEHENAMI 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL ELDORADO, KS. GF.:AOE: {.!jC::-5 
AGGR. SOURCES: A78002 A78002 A83504 
RECYCLE SOUF~CE: PERCENT OF RAP IN MIX: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3i4 1/2 3/8 4 8 15 30 50 




I I I I .£.. ,:j 
MAX. 100 I 100 I 100 I 1(1(1 I 94 I 71 I 55 I 31 I I I I I I I 
100 200 
I 2.5 I I 
' 
I 5.5 I I 
' 
LOT 1 1 0(1 : 1 00 : 1 (I (I : '38 : 88 54 : 48 : 37 . .-.r: I 4-....J : 12 :E..(): 5.2: 
-~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
DENSITY F~ECOF.:D LAB DENSITY: 2.343 SOLID DENSITY: 2.417 SPEC. I. DENS.: '35" 
L?-iB VOIDS: 3. 1 INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1. 5(1 inc he§.:· 
#1 #.-. 
.£.. #3 #4 #5 #E. #7 
COURSE LAID SURFAC:E SUF.:FACE SUF.:FACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFAC:E 
3TATION 115'3+'30 1148+35 1114+55 10'38+72 1082+15 1055+82 1038+7'3 
CL F~EFERENCE 7.2LT 8.4LT 2.4LT 2.4LT 7.2LT 10.8LT 11.0LT 
THICKNESS 1. 75 1. 75 1. 75 1. 50 1. 75 1.50 1 ~,r:::--"'-~ 
COF~E DENSITY 2.285 2.285 2.307 2.265 2.315 2. 2'3'3 2.312 
i. OF DENSITY '37. 557 '37. 557 98.464 '36.671 '38.848 '38.122 '38.677 
PERCENT VOIDS 5.4 5.4 4.5 5.3 4 .-, o.L.. 4.'3 4.3 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.296 AVG. i. DENSITY: '37.'388 
DENSITY Q.I.: 3.89 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: 
AVG. 'l. VOIDS: 5.0 
N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
. 
--~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.29 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: .98 
INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.30 
TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.29 
NUCLEAR PERCENT A.C.: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~-------------
COMMENTS: FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE REPORT #10 
PLANT I N~"3F'ECTDF.:~.u:;:~~~--~~---
CERT IF I C:AT I ON NCI~~.2_ __  
r 
I 




REPORT NO: lOP STP-37-4C14)--2C-83 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
T I ME 7 '3 11 1 3 5 TYPE 
AIR 54 57 
A.C. 300 300 
AGGR. 
MIX 315 315 
MAT 2'35 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 
09-i5-1993 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 












FF.:OM STATION TO STATION 
1194+40 TO 1170+50 WB 
TONS TODAY 
300.42 
TONS TO DATE 
300.42 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 715 TO 1800 LBS. MIX WASTED: 6000 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OTHER PROJECT DATA HYDRATED LIME SRC 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTER DRUM FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
RE'GEAF~CH AS PER AI'1ES. PEF.:CENT AC LOWEF~ED FR01'1 5. E.~~ TO 5. 3/. 
TO BRING LAB VOIDS UP. 
-------------------------------------------------~--------------~--------------
PLANT INSPECTDF.: ~:e!i-. -.2_~~=-­
C::ERT IF I C::AT I 01'-.l t·J~.z_y 
I 
I 
PU:\NT MONITOR JJI/ta t/ilifon~,__­
C:ERT IF I C::AT I ON NO F1,3 (, 
42 
REPOPT NO: 11 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-16-1 '3'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4(14)--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO. INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: A CLASS: SIZE: 1/2 COURSE: SURFACE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-14 RESIDENT ENGINEER: FEREDOON BEHENAMI 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT MAKE: ASTEC SUPER SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL ELDOF.:ADO ~ KS. 
AGGR. SOURCES: A78002 A78002 A83504 
RECYCLE SOURCE: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 
MIN. 100 I 100 I 100 I '32 I 81 I I I I I I 







I 46 I 
I 56 I 
GRADE: AC-5 
;-;r~o IN MIX: 
16 30 50 
I .-.1'? 
I ..:....J 
I 31 I 
100 200 
I 2.6 I I I 
I 6.6 I I I 
LOT 1 1 00 : 1 00 : 1 00 : '3'3 : '30 65 : 48 : 37 I .-,c-1 L..J : 12 : 6. 7 : 5. 8 : 
DENSITY RECORD LAB DENSITY: 2.359 SOLID DENSITY: 2.444 SPEC. %DENS.: 95 .. 
LAB VOIDS: INTENDED LIFT THICKNESS: 1.500 inches 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
COURSE LAID SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
STATION 1145+68 1128+45 1119+86 1096+81 1085+63 1059+31 1039+39 
CL REFERENCE 2.4RT 6.0RT 9.6RT 8.4RT 7.2RT 4.8RT 8.4RT 
TH I CI<NESS 1 . 50 1 . 50 1 . 375 1 . 50 1 . 50 1 . 50 1 . 50 
CORE DENSITY 2.307 2.305 2.289 2.282 2.254 2.249 • 2.259 
X OF DENSITY 97.796 97.711 97.033 96.736 95.549 95.337 95.761 
PERCENT VOIDS 5.6 5.7 6.3 6.6 7.8 8.0 7.6 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.278 AVG. % DENSITY: 96.560 AVG. X VOIDS: 6.8 
DENSITY Q.I.: 1.53 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
. 
INTENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.31 
FILLER/BITUMEN PATIO: 1.11 
COMMENTS: 
/IJ . /.' 
:"t. -'1 _j'l I 1 · 
PLANT I NSF'E C TOR (_.::;a..u .. c:t:ta-~\.L .... !CI,...,./""----
CERT IF I C::AT I ON t,jO --2._3:_]-7 
INTENDE~ fGTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.30 
TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.31 
NUCLEAR PERCENT A.C.: 
PLANT MON I TO F.: ~~ o._ J. /kibzn __ _ 
CERT IF I CAT I 01\l NO il3_6..._ 
43 
C•AGE 2 
r:~EPOPT NO: 11 STP-37~4(14)--2C-83 
TEMPEF.~ATUF.:E PECOPD 
TIME 7 '3 1 1 1 ~. ~· 
AIR 55 62 f,8 E,:3 
A. c. 300 310 3(l5 ~:()() 
AGGF.~. 
MIX 315 3(i5 3()5 3(}5 
MAT 2"3(; 2'~0 275 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS~ 
RAP USED PEPCENT: 




























MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 












FROM STATION TO STATION 
1193+35 TO 1186+88 EB 
1153+95 TO 1034+40 EB 
TIME PLANT OPEPATED: 735 TO 1800 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
TONS TODAY TONS TO DATE 
143'3. 12 4457.26 
LBS. MIX WASTED: 391840 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OTHER PPOJECT DATA 
AFTER PUNNING RUBBEP TODAY RAN AC TANK DOWN AND THEN SWITCH 
OVER FPOM AC5 TO AC10. AC10 IS COMING FROM KOCH OUT OF 
COUNCIL BLUFFS. APPPOVED BY BUD JOHNSON, DISTRICT MATERIALS 
HYDRATED LIME SRC 




F~EPOF.:T NO: 11 F.: 
IOWA DEPAF.:TMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 0'3-15-1 '3'33 
PROJECT NUMBER: STP-37-4C14)--2C-83 CONTRACT NUMBER: 35152 
CONTF.:ACTOR: WESTERN ENGINEERING CO. INC. COUNTY: SHELBY 
MIX TYPE: A CLASS: SIZE: 1/2 COURSE: SURFACE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: 4BD3-14 RESIDENT ENGINEER: FEREDOON BEHENAMI 
PLANT TYPE: DOUBLE DRUM PLANT t1AI<E: ASTEC SUPEF<: SIX PACK 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: COASTAL ELDORADO, KS. 
AGGR. SOURCES: A78002 A78002 A83504 
REC:YC:LE SOUF.:CE: 
SIEVE 1 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 3/8 
81 I I MIN. 1 00 : 1 (H) : 1 00 : '32 





PERCENT OF F.:AP IN MIX: 
8 15 30 50 
I 45 I .-.. ':' I I ..:.....J 
I 55 I 31 I I 
100 200 
I 2.5 I 












/. OF DENSITY 
PEF~CENT VOIDS 
LAB DENSITY: 2.359 
LAB VOIDS: 3.4 
SOLID DENSITY: 2.441 SPEC. %DENS.: '35 
INTENDED LIFl THICKNESS: 1.500 inches 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #E. #7 <"' 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
1183+19 1178+52 1175+45 1170+41 
2.4RT 8.4RT 6.0RT 3.5RT 
2.00 1.875 1.875 1.75 
2.285 2.281 2.265 2.255 
'36.853 95.6'34 '36.058 95.534 
5.4 5.6 7.2 7.5 
SURFACE SURFACE SURFACE 
1155+93 1159+62 1155+03 
1.2RT 8.4RT 3.5F.:T 
2.00 1.25 1.75 
2.294 2.256 2.268 
97.245 95.634 '36.142 
6.0 7.6 7.1 
LOT 1 AVG. DENSITY: 2.272 AVG. % DENSITY: 96.324 AVG. /. VOIDS: 6.9 
DENSITY Q.I.: 2.12 LOW OUTLIER: N/A HIGH OUTLIER: N/A NEW Q.I.: N/A 
IN~ENDED ADDED PERCENT A.C.: 
PERCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 
FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO: 1.11 
t:' , ..... 
........... ... ··., .. 
INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 5.30 
TOTAL PERCENT A.C.: 
NUCLEAR PERCENT A.C.: 
COMMENTS: FOR ADDITION INFORMATION SEE REPORT #11 
TOTAL TONS OF BINDER AND SUF.:FACE WITH RUBBEF.: IS 2126.39 
PLANT t10N I TOF.:jk.J/_/JJJer;c.::... __ _ 
C:ERT IF I C{H I ON N0-14ik__ 
----- -- - --- -~- ----
45 
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RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PEF.:CENT: 




MATERIALS SENDERS NO. 
TYPE 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
SnMPLES SUBMITTED 






--------------·-c·----·-·-·------·-··---··--------·----------------------------------------------'.:._ ___ _ 
COUF.:SE LAID 
SUP~=""!":;. :i 
FROM STATION TO STATION 
1186+88 TO 1153+95 EB 
TIME PLANT OPERATED: 735 TO 1800 
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS PROJECT 
TONS TODAY 
437.63 
TONS TO DATE 
738.05 
LBS. MIX WASTED: 0 
SS-964 SS-5003 SS-5045 SS-5050 SS-5055 SS-5060 
OT~EF.: PROJECT DATA HYDF.:ATED LIME SRC 
RUBBER BEING INTRODUCED INTO THE OUTEF.: DRUM FOR EXPEF.:IMENTAL 
RESEARCH AS PER AMES. 
PLr~NT I NSPEC:TOP&.~(~~: ___ ~t.d.~--
C:ERT IF I C{-',T I L!N ND_.;_2%J/ 








CREEP AND RESILIENT MODULUS TESTING 
COMPLETED ON HR-1062 SHELBY COUNTY 
Mix C.R.M. 
Creep R.M. 
surface-AC-5 13 139,000 
Binder-AC-5 12 148,000 
Binder-AC-10 wfrap 22 539,000 
Surface-AC-5 30 301,000 


















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
TO OFFICE: Materials DATE: November 2, 1993 
ATTENTION: Vernon Marks 
FROM: Chris AndersonC~ 
OFFICE: Materials - Research 
REF. NO.: 435.204 
SUBJECT: Friction Testing on IA 37 in Shelby county From 
Milepost 37.00 to Milepost 40.00 
Friction testing was conducted on IA 37 on October 29, 1993. All 
testing was performed at 40 mph with standard tread (ASTM E-501) -
test tire. The results are as follows: 
Milepost Eastbound 

















































































cc: B. Brown 
















Road Rater Results 
Prior to Construction Post-Construction 
8-7-93 10-5-93 
Section #1 3.01 3.56 
Section #2 3.26 3.89 
Section #3 3.01 4.26 
